Additive manufacturing (AM) or 3D printing, as an enabling technology for mass customisation or personalization, has been developed rapidly in recent years. Va r io u s design tools, materials, machines and service bureaus can be found in the market. Clearly, the choices are abundant, but users can be easily confused as to which AM process they should use. This paper first reviews the existing multi-attribute decision-making methods for AM process selection and assesses their suitability with regards to two aspects, preference rating flexibility and performance evaluation objectivity. We propose that an approach that is capable of handling incomplete attribute information and objective assessment within inherent data has advantages over other approaches. Based on this proposition, this paper proposes a weighted preference graph method for personalized preference evaluation, and a rough set based fuzzy axiomatic design approach for performance evaluation and the selection of appropriate AM processes.
According to American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard F2792 [5] , AM technologies can be classified into seven groups: binder jetting, directed energy deposition, material extrusion, material jetting, powder bed fusion, sheet lamination and vat photo-polymerization. Nowadays, more than one thousand industrial AM machines and materials have been identified in the market [6] .
Each machine, material and system has its own strengths and limitations [7] . It is unable for an end user to keep track of all the available choices nor to be aware of the process capabilities of each system. Also, due to the variety of each product's complexity, the manufacturability of each AM process should be evaluated properly beforehand [8, 9] . Nevertheless, due to the lack of experience and knowledge, users frequently face the problem to select the most appropriate AM process to meet their specific requirements [3] . Therefore, an intelligent selection tool becomes critical for the end user to select a proper machine or technology that is adequate for his own needs.
Aiming to provide an effective tool for AM process selection, this work proposes a novel weighted, rough set based fuzzy axiomatic design (AD) approach. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a comprehensive review of the existing multi-attribute decision making (MADM) methods for AM process selection based on two aspects: preference rating and performance evaluation. Section 3 proposes a novel method for AM process selection. Weighted preference graph (PG) method is introduced for personalized preference rating, and rough set based fuzzy AD method is proposed for performance evaluation and the final customer-centric decision making. Section 4 outlines the procedures of the proposed AM process selection. To validate the method, Section 5 gives an illustrative example based on previous works. Conclusions and future work are given in Section 6. Table 1 gives an overview of some existing research on MADM methods for AM process selection.
Review of MADM methods for AM process selection
The typical approach, preference evaluation, performance evaluation and output of each work are summarised respectively. We assume that for all the MADM ranking methods, preference evaluation and performance evaluation are the most critical factors in selecting the most appropriate AM process, which are therefore reviewed and compared in the following part.
Performance evaluation
Performance evaluation stands for collecting and assessing the capability information about AM processes. In order to determine the performance, deterministic values are required in MADM methods [7] , which is quite challenging. Since the performance is influenced by various factors such as materials, parameters, the condition of the machine, etc. Also, for some qualitative attributes such as cost and build time, the inherent vagueness and uncertainty make quantitative evaluation difficult to achieve [3] . In this case, fuzzy set theory has been widely adopted to convert the qualitative evaluation into deterministic values (Table 1) . Grey set theory has also been proposed [10] . However, fuzzy arithmetic operation has its own limitations. First, it may result in the enlargement of its fuzzy intervals [11, 12] , and accordingly affects the decision-making analysis. Secondly, the membership function selection is challenging for the performance of a fuzzy system, as it is usually determined based on engineers' experience and intuition subjectively [13] . Unlike fuzzy set theory which defines a set by a partial membership without clear boundary, the rough set theory utilizes the boundary region of a set to express vagueness [14, 12] . Also, there is no need for it to require any external or additional subjective information to analyse data [15, 14] , which gives its objectivity. Moreover, rough set theory is suitable for small-sized data set which statistical methods are not available [16, 12] . 
Preference evaluation
For preference evaluation, the major task is to guide the user to decide on the relative importance of different attributes. Two kinds of methods have been widely used: direct assignment and pairwise comparison (Table 1) . In direct assignment, a user can directly evaluate the relative importance of one attribute over the others in a certain scale [22] . The process is quite simple and straightforward but it can be hard for users to choose the proper values. They tend to rate almost every attribute as important [38, 39] with the highest possible scores. Also, since the priority rank is somewhat dependable on the type of scales used, there is low robustness in the variation of cardinal scale values [39] . To make the weighting process more reasonable for the user, the pairwise comparison method is adopted. However, users need to provide a comparison for every pair of attributes, which require too much elaborate information from them and sometimes beyond their knowledge capability. It will probably result in inconsistency among the comparisons. Therefore, it is unrealistic to undertake this method with many AM attributes by expecting users to provide much repetitious information accurately [40, 41] .
Weighted rough set based fuzzy AD method
Based on the above review, two important criteria in evaluating the most appropriate AM process selection have been derived: 1) Objectivity of imprecise performance evaluation. That is, the performance evaluation process should involve less human or designers subjective interpretation.
2) Flexibility and usability of preference evaluation. The preference evaluation process should be flexible enough (e.g. vague expression or incomplete user information) and user friendly to match with real life situations.
Aiming to improve the existing methods by emphasizing these two criteria, this section proposes two methods to deal with performance evaluation and preference evaluation, respectively.
3.1 Rough set based fuzzy AD method for performance evaluation
Basic notion of fuzzy AD
AD was first proposed by Suh [42] to guide engineering designs. It can be applied to all design activities by the provided systematic design framework with methodology. The most important concept of AD is the existence of two axioms [42] : In fuzzy cases, according to Kulak and Kahraman [44] , the vague data can be linguistic terms, fuzzy sets, or fuzzy numbers. The linguistic terms need to be transformed into fuzzy numbers first and crisp values are assigned to them subsequently for further evaluation. For the vague information, they can be well defined by the triangular fuzzy numbers (TFNs), as shown in Fig. 1 , and thus, the information content is calculated as [45, 44] : (1) where I i stands for the information content of the i th attribute. "TFN of system design" is the system design capability range by TFNs ratings; "TFN of design range" stands for the designer's evaluation Though fuzzy AD method has been widely used in various engineering field, such as: advanced manufacturing systems' comparison [44] , transportation companies' evaluation [45] , and shipyards' selection [47] , nevertheless, the selection of fuzzy membership functions in all existing case studies are determined by designers subjectively [46] .
Triangular Rough Numbers
Due to the subjective selection of fuzzy membership functions, the boundary intervals of fuzzy set 
U is the universe consisting of all the objects and Y is an arbitrary object of U, then for any class M j P, 1 j n, the lower and upper approximation of M j [11, 12] are defined as:
Lower approximation:
Upper approximation:
Thus, the vagueness of user perception M j can be represented by a rough number defined by its lower and upper limits.
Lower limit:
Upper limit:
where N L and N U are the count of objects included in the lower and upper approximation of user perception M j , respectively.
Hence, the membership function of user perception M j can be represented by its lower limit (p j = 0), M j itself (p i = 1) and its upper limit (p j = 0) [46] in a proposed TRN set, which defined as: (6) Users' vague assessments on the attributes being considered in AM processes selection are first transformed into crisp numbers by 1-9 rating scale, as shown in Table 2 . Then, they are calculated into rough numbers based on Eq. (2) to (5). The membership functions are determined by the crisp numbers (the numbers predefined in a rating scale) and their resultant rough numbers based on Eq. (6), other than designer's subjective selection [46] . For example, designer's vague evaluation of attribute Build time from A, B, C, D machine is low (3), slightly low (4), high (7) , medium (5) , respectively. Then, based on Eq. (2) to (6), the TRNs of each machine are: TRN A (3, 3, 4.75) , TRN B (3.5, 4, 5.33) , TRN C (4.75, 7, 7) , TRN D (4, 5, 6) . As TRNs are defined by its inherent data other than designers' subjective interpretations, the proposed method fares better than TFNs based method by processing linguistic assessments more objectively. Table 2 The ratings of attributes on major AM systems [7] A R S E C B cost of the part, B: build time of the part.
TRNs based fuzzy AD method
In order to determine the most appropriate AM process for users' expectation, the Information
Axiom is utilized to calculate the information content of each attribute based on users' acceptable values (system range) and the performance evaluation (design range) (Fig. 2) . The acceptable solution exists in the "common area" where the above ranges overlap. The larger the common area is, the more appropriate AM process is.
Weighted PG method for preference evaluation
Preference ordering provides a straightforward method in ranking the individual preferences of the AM process attributes. Other than the direct assignment and the pairwise comparison approaches, it represents a good compromise between simplicity and reliability of user's input data, especially when user's prioritizing is doubtful, the preference ordering is definitely more intuitive than that of weights [48] . Moreover, in order to be flexible, preference ordering should include the cases of indifference relationship (i.e. equal importance) among attributes and the possibility of omitting one or more attributes [49] .
PG, as one of the preference ordering methods, was first proposed by Nahm and Ishikawa [50] , it was utilized to determine the priorities of users' imprecise judgment (or perception) on the importance of requirements. As a group decision-making method, the PG method enables users to make incomplete or partial comparisons between each requirements, thus reduces their input effort. Users only need to specify the preference order that they clearly know initially [41] , which is closer to real life cases. Despite its usability and flexibility, however, the determination of preference weights is only by summing up all the dominant numbers based on the ranking positions, which cannot show the relative strong or weak relationship among attributes in actual operation. Besides, the PG method only depicts the dominant relationship among attributes, which did not take indifference relationship into consideration.
In order to adapt PG method into personalized AM process selection more flexibly and accurately, this work enhances the original method by considering each user's preferences as an individual and by taking indifference relationship into consideration. Moreover, Simos' method [51] is adopted and revised in determining the weights of vectors in user's preference ordering.
Definition
Assume that N AM attributes have been identified based on user M's requirements, which are denoted as Attribute 1, Attribute 2, , Attribute n, , Attribute N, respectively. M is asked to make a preference ordering among different attributes by defining four cases (1, ij N ≤≤ ):
(1) Attribute j dominates Attribute i, which is represented as a vector from Attribute i pointing to
Attribute j (e.g. the vector in between Attribute 1 and 2 in Fig. 3 ).
(2) Attribute j is indifference with Attribute i. which is represented as an equal set E k {i, j} (e.g. Fig. 3 ), which k stands for the kth equal set. attributes, e.g. Attribute 7, which is 'not applicable' and will not be taken into further calculation.
Attribute 2 and 3 in

Determination of normalized weights
Simos' "card playing" method [51] and its revised method [53] provide a simple and straightforward approach for multi-criteria decision aiding, and it has been successfully utilized in many cases, such as material selection [54] , green bridge rating system [55] and etc. Despite their advantages, however, the operation is based on the assumption that all the attributes (or criteria) can be ordered in a preference sequence by a certain amount of subsets. It neglects two situations: 1) some attributes are omitted by the user due to lack of knowledge; 2) the incomparable attributes which users cannot determine their dominant relationship. These problems occurred quite often in the AM process selection, as various technologies, materials, parameters, machines and etc. (as illustrated in Section 1) are provided, and users are incapable to manage it. Aiming at this, a novel weighted PG method is proposed based on the previous research.
In a PG case, each vector is performed by adding "white cards", i.e. ranking positions in a bottomup manner, respectively. The "white card" stands for the difference of user preference between the two attributes, and the more of cards, the greater difference lies. Also, the lowest level is defined as Position 0. For example, in Fig. 3 , user M puts one "white cards" in the vector between Attribute 2 and 6. Since ... ...
In order to calculate the normalized weight of each attribute, each ranking position is added by 1, and thus Attribute i can be calculated by:
and user M's preference rating can be described as a vector:
Thus, for the above example in Fig. 3 , user M's preference ratings are:
( ) = 0.57, 0.14, 0.11, 0.11, 0.04, 0.04, 0 M RIR (15) One claim is that the proposed weighted PG method can be utilized as an initial tool for determining the ratings of preference ordering with limited user information, such as omitted attributes, incomparable attributes etc. When the selection process evolves and user's capability grows, other existing methods (e.g. revised Simos' approach or AHP) can enhance or replace it with more accuracy. Step 1
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Fig. 4.
Flow chart of proposed method for AM process selection
Step 1: Collection of AM performance attributes
The collection of related attributes can be achieved mainly by four ways:
1) Vendor documents. Basic information, such as build envelope, layer thickness, resolution, accuracy, materials and so forth is often given in datasheets by the equipment manufacturers.
2) Expert and engineer experience. Using questionnaires to collect information from experts and engineers and capture their accumulated process knowledge is a popular approach [3, 35, 32] .
However, most of the information derived from experts and engineers is vague and incomputable and therefore there is a need to translate it into numerical values.
3) Benchmarking. Benchmarking plays a significant role in AM process evaluation [56] . The results from testing are more persuasive than otherwise. Data from benchmarking could be more reliable and persuasive, but this approach may be time-consuming and expensive [3] .
4) Mathematical modelling. Some attributes (e.g. build time and cost) are influenced by assorted factors and contingent on specific cases. Linguistic values can be used to express the comparative performance of each alternative which is in vagueness. Therefore, mathematic models are used to tackle this issue and models need to be comprehensive and accurate enough to reflect the real situation.
Step 2: AM attributes performance evaluation
Precisely describing the performance of AM processes is a big challenge. The performance is influenced by assorted factors including materials, process parameters, post-processing, the condition of the machine, the ambience of the machine, etc. By varying these factors, a different performance can be achieved, e.g. high precision in low speed or high speed with low precision. Furthermore, the performance cannot be well controlled even under the same combination. Some unpredictable factors, such as ambient temperature, nozzle jam in material extrusion processes and particle size of powder materials, have impacts on the performance as well. The heterogeneous properties of printed parts make it more difficult to precisely predict the performance. Therefore, it is reasonable for this work to simplify the evaluation process by assuming no dependency lies in between each AM attribute.
After gathering the information from Step 1, the performance attributes are classified into two categories: crisp values from benchmarking or documents, e.g. accuracy, surface roughness, and vague information from expert judgement, e.g. cost or build time. For the crisp values, they can be directly adopted for the rough set based AD method calculation in further steps. For the vague information, they need to transfer into crisp values first and correspondingly into the further evaluation processes.
Step 3: User preference input
User preference input can be classified into two categories:
1) Relative importance rating (RIR). Users input their preferences regarding each AM
performance attribute, and they are further utilized for PG based rating and normalization to determine the weights.
2) Acceptable value or goal value. This is usually optional since users without expert knowledge might not be capable of setting. Acceptable value only considers the lowest acceptable level for each attribute and uses that to decide whether a given solution can fulfil users' requirements.
In contrast, goal value mainly considers the trade-offs between different attributes and recommends the best marked solution for users while the threshold is usually not taken into account.
Step 4: Rough set based AD ranking and normalization According to Fig. 2 and Eq. (7), the proposed method has different ways of measurement based on the type of value provided by users.
For acceptable value cases, the value set for each performance attribute are regarded as the system range. The ratings of AM performance attributes are represented as the design range. Thus, the information content of each performance attributes is calculated without weighting information. If I i is infinite, that is no overlapping area between system range and design range, it means the AM process is not acceptable. If I i is 0, that is system range and design range coincides, it means the corresponding AM attribute can definitely meet user's satisfaction.
For goal value cases, the user's value set for each performance attribute are regarded as the design range. Correspondingly, the system range is the evaluation of each attribute. In this case, the proposed method is similar to the distance based methods (e.g. TOPSIS), which the information content stands for the 'distance' between the goal value and attribute performance.
If no value provided by users, it is similar to the goal value approach except that the design range is determined by the benchmarking base. For the vague information, each TRN number
is defuzzified using the centroid method as:
Normalization. For the outcome of Eq. (7), the information content of each attribute needs to be normalized by following equation:
where k i I stands for the normalized information content of the i th AM process in the k th attribute.
Step 5: PG based rating and normalization
After
Step 4, in order to take user's preferences into consideration, the proposed weighted PG method is utilized. User provides his/her partial preference information on the AM attributes that he/she know clearly, e.g. the PG shown in Fig. 3 . Then, the PG is transferred into a dominance matrix based on Eq. (8) and Eq. (10), and the normalized preference ratings are calculated by Eqs. (11) to (13).
Step 6: Weighted ranking for best AM process selection
At last, to select the most appropriate or best AM process, based on the previous steps and equations, each normalized weight of AM attribute is multiplied with each performance evaluation result (information content) respectively and the sum of each AM process information content is represented by:
where k stands for the k th AM process choice. RIR i stands for the relative importance rating of i th attribute by user and correspondingly, I i is the information content of the i th attribute.
An illustrative example
As mentioned above, due to the complexity of various attributes performance and the interdependency among them, it is reasonable to simplify the evaluation process by assuming no dependency lies in between each AM attribute. In order to validate our method by comparing other proposed ones, we collected all the attributes being considered in the above AM process selection literature (see Appendix I). This paper selects the example of Byun and Lee [7] , as it is a typical case which has been utilized and compared by many other research work [33, 57, 20, 21, 19, 29, 22] . According to Section 4, the procedures are described in six steps.
Step 1 and Step 2: Six attributes -A1: accuracy (A), A2: surface roughness (R), A3: tensile strength (S), A4: elongation (E), A5: cost of the part (C) and A6: build time (B)
-were identified as the evaluation attributes with 6 machines, i.e.: SLA3500, SLS2500, FDM8000, LOM1015, Quadra and Z402 taken into consideration for AM processes selection. The attributes performance of each machine is given in Table   2 , of which A5 and A6 are vague expression based on experts' experience, e.g. very high (VH), very very low (VVL) and etc.
Step 3: Since no goal value or accept value considered, in this case, user only needs to provide their partial preference information on the given attributes. In order to compare with the existing AHP pairwise method [7] , the dominance relationship between six attributes is depicted by a PG showing the similarly preferences (Fig. 5 ). For example, the ranking position of A6 is 5.
Step 4: For the linguistic terms of A5 and A6, they are first assigned with a crisp number in a 1-9 rating scale, as shown in Table 3 . It stands for different classes in rough set theory. Then, based on Eqs.
(2) to (6), the TRNs for A5 and A6 are calculated respectively, as shown in Table 4 . For example, the vagueness of cost attribute in SLA3500 is very high: (6.3, 8, 8) . As no goal value or accept value included, the defuzzification of TRNs are calculated by Eq. (16), as shown in Table 4 , e.g. cost attribute in SLA3500 is very high: 7.43.
Fig. 5.
PG-based preference rating among AM attributes Then, the information content of each attribute can be calculated based on the benchmarking by Eq.
(7). The system ranges are represented by each attribute value and the design ranges are determined by the best performance choices' values among each attribute, respectively. For example, the best choice for A1: accuracy is Quadra, value 95. Therefore, for A1 in Z402, the common area, that is the overlapping area of between design range (95) and system range (600) is 95. Thus, the information content of A1 in Z402 is calculated as: 2 600 log = 9 2.6589 5 63
Following this manner, the sum of each AM process information content is given in Table 5 without preference weighting. Then, based on Eq. (17), the normalized information is given in Table 6 . Since the one with smallest information content is the best one, therefore, Quadra is the best choice. And the ranking of choices without weights are: Quadra > Z402 > SLA3500 > SLS2500 > LOM1015 > FDM8000.
Step 5 Step 6: Based on the information content of each attribute in Table 5 , and the calculated RIR vector in Step 5, the weighted ranking for AM process selection is derived by Eq. (18), as shown in Table 7 .
And correspondingly, the rankings of AM processes are: Z402 > Quadra > LOM1015 > SLA3500 > SLS2500 > FDM8000, which Z402 is the most appropriate one.
Compared with the results from Byun and Lee [7] which is ranked as: Z402 > LOM1015 > Quadra > SLA3500 > > SLS2500 > FDM8000. It is found that only the second best choice is different, which does not affect the result of the best AM process selection. The fact of ranking difference is result from the various normalization processes of decision matrix between TOPSIS method and rough set based fuzzy AD method. One can find that TOPSIS is based on the absolute normalization mechanism, i. The normalized information content of each attribute (i.e. system range) of any AM process is determined by comparing with its best attribute (i.e. design range). In other words, AD method treat each best attribute with information content of none (or positive distance of infinite). The author would like to argue that the relative normalization mechanism should be more suitable for the AM process selection since it represents the limit of each attributes within the existing selection scope. Moreover, the proposed method shows talents in evaluating the most appropriate AM process with more objectivity and more user input flexibility. Table 6 Calculation result of normalized unweight rough set based fuzzy AD information content 
Conclusion
AM process selection problem has been discussed for years. Many tools and system have been brought up to facilitate the selection, which typically consists of three parts: AM performance evaluation, user preference evaluation and a ranking scheme. This work first analysed the existing MADM methods for AM process selection and evaluates their suitability by two aspects: preference rating flexibility and performance evaluation objectivity. We assume that an approach dealing with incomplete weighting information and assessing AM attribute performance objectively within inherent data should be advantageous. However, the review shows that:
• Preference rating is generally done by pairwise comparison or direct assignment. User often lack of sufficient knowledge and real life cases tend to be more dynamic and complex, which the existing method cannot deal with them accurately.
• Performance evaluation. The membership function selection in fuzzy set based cases is usually determined based on engineers' experience and intuition subjectively. This could result in inaccuracy of the best AM process selection.
Based on the above problems, this paper proposed a novel weighted rough set based fuzzy AD approach for AM process selection. In order to handle users' incomplete information in rating, this work proposed the weighted PR method which is more suitable for real life cases with dynamic situations and limited user information. Also, it maintained the rating accuracy by partial pair-wise comparison, and also reduced user input effort. To achieve evaluation objectivity, the proposed rough set based fuzzy AD approach overcomes the subjectivity of designer's interpretation on the fuzzy membership selection by rough numbers and rough boundary intervals instead. Accordingly, a flowchart is given to describe the procedures of the MADM for AM process selection. The case study result shows that the weighted rough set based AD method can perform as well as the previous work. Moreover, it has advantages in processing subjective linguistic assessments since the membership functions are calculated from the inherent data other than predefined by designers subjectively, especially when information is limited.
The proposed priori articulation of preferences process decision support method has its own limitation, as it is suitable for users without much knowledge and experience in AM process selection.
In the future, the robustness of the method will be validated with more complicated applications, and a posteriori articulation of preferences approach should be developed to help knowledgeable users explore existing solutions and make their designs more suitable to an AM process.
